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Gangnam Meditour Festa 
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Special medical tourism deals in October!

T -
lent medical institutions and various tourism resources available to foreign 

medical tourists. 

Medisale - Large-scale discounts for foreign medical tourists

departments such as plastic surgery, skin, ophthalmology, den-
tistry, and oriental medicine participate, are providing discounts 

community. Details such as participating hospitals and discount 
-

site, and related coupons can be downloaded. 

For foreign medical tourists using Medisale 
-

nam) will be provided. When overseas foreign patients using Medisale enter Incheon 

can safely board a taxi from before boarding a local plane to arriving at Incheon 
Airport using SNS. We also offer an off-line picketing service at Incheon Airport 
where someone from out team will escort you to a taxi and ensure you get to your 
destination. 

  

One-stop from entry to departure!  
Gangnam-gu medical tourism concierge service 

(Gangnam Medi-Call) 
When a foreign patient uses Medisale, we will assist with taxis, provide cus-

-
pointment service, medical institution consultation or professional medical interpre-
tation during treatment, etc. 
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Inquiries and reservations related to discount events  
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We’re in the zone when it comes to your health!
YEONGDEUNGPO SMART MEDICAL SPECIAL ZONE
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has seven general hospitals and specialized medical institutions for each de-
partment, such as cerebrovascular, joint, burn, and ophthalmology. We pro-

vide high-quality medical services with state-of-the-
art medical equipment and facilities, including reliable 
medical staff with international competence and rep-
utation. Seoul boasts a beautiful view along the Han 

River, and Yeongdeungpo-gu is in the center. In Yeongdeungpo, which has 
Korea’s representative attractions such as Han River cruises and yachts, 63 
Square, and The Hyundai Seoul, you can enjoy an abundance 
of medical tourism with various things to see and eat.
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accumulate medical know-how. In addition to introducing state-of-the-art medical tech-

Medicine Center is a medical examination center that 
pursues accuracy and speed with the latest equipment 

In order to provide a comfortable examination environment, the examination is carried out 
without charts with an integrated medical information system. We have de-

-
age information on the day of the examination
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Yeongdeungpo Hospital is one of Korea’s leading re-

years.  

provides a one-stop service 
for comprehensive blood 
examinations of more than 

-
aminations using advanced 

equipment such as gastroscopy, colonoscopy, ultrasound, 

tests in a short time.  

you can immediately receive treatment plan consultation 
by linking outpatient treatment on the same day such as 
internal medicine, surgery, urology, and gynecology. 

 If you would like to receive medical advice from your 
doctor or military doctor after your check-up, we will pro-
vide you with all the support you need, including a medi-
cal examination report and a CD of CT and MRI images.  

-
tation and we will kindly guide you. 
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The World Fireworks Festival, which lights up Han-

in Yeouido. A large number of people gather, and there is 
no time to set foot on the banks of the Han River. There 
are several places where you can avoid the hustle and bus-

-
gang Park event hall, the 63 Square Sky Lounge, and the 
riverside on the north side of Noddle Island, but the most 
romantic of them all is the Han River Cruise Ship.
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-
vide customized servic-
es. And due to active ex-
changes with Mongolia, it 
has signed a medical agree-

It is renowned for its cardiovascular lithography and coronary artery 
stenting, valgus valgus surgery, and the treatment of liver and lung 
diseases.
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It is a hotel with a modern classic atmosphere 
with a New York sensibility, and you can enjoy 
a panoramic view of the splendid night view of 
downtown Seoul and the Han 
River. You can enjoy a variety of 
seasonal buffets prepared on the 
spot by chefs, as well as authen-
tic steakhouses with classic New 
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